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Interior & Exterior

Trade your Rooms
Retrofit your entire Hotel with LED Lighting and Solar
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With htpnrg you will :

• Reduce your energy consumption 30% to 60% .
• Present your guest with a better light quality and clean energy
• Reduce maintenance and energy costs
• Provide long term solutions, service and maintenance

And best of all, pay for it by trading rooms

Changing a light bulb does make a
difference.  Worldwide, lighting
consumes 19% of electricity. Every
incandescent lamp we replace with an
LED lamp saves up to 90% in energy
consumption. They can last 25-50 times
as long as traditional incandescent, so
resources are also conserved in
manufacturing, transportation and
building maintenance.

LED Lighting FactsWant to reduce your cost of energy
Or Enhance the way your hotel looks at night

From High Quality to RGB Color LED

Helps you to Monetize
Your unsold rooms

Solar Energy Facts

Solar energy has now surpassed
traditional energy like coal and nuclear
as the most cost effective source
according to a 2016 report from
Bloomberg Finance. Last year, over 60%
of the new generation deployed in the
United States was solar. Many Fortune
500 companies are turning to solar to
offset energy costs or eliminate them
altogether. Now you can join them!



How does it work?

SAVE BETWEEN 30% & 60%
ON YOUR ENERGY BILLS

Cash-less Energy Upgrades

And pay for it with your rooms

Trade your unused rooms and the htp Reservation Network will give you access to a new Exclusive B2B Distribution Network
with almost 5,000 distributors and hundreds of thousands of potential customers through a secure block-chain infrastructure.

Our guests redeem their loyalty program points or miles while staying at your hotel. This system allows you to leverage your
under-performing assets into energy assets like solar and LED that will perform for decades.

With htp you can save approximately 30-60% on your electricity bill, for a hotel up to 80 rooms and pay htp with your unsold
room inventory, htp will limit its access to hotel’s inventory to up to only 4 guest rooms*per night. This means that your
relationship with htp will not negatively impact your hotel’s cash flow needs.

htp uses reward points and miles from many loyalty programs such as, Visa Cards, American Express,
Sam’s Club Travel, Hertz, HBSI, FDM Travel, Disney Destinations, Royal Caribbean International, American Airlines, Connexions
Loyalty, Exclusive Deal and many more.

*For illustration purpose only


